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Exclusive night
of whisky tasting
for our readers
WHETHER you
are a novice or
an aficionado
when it comes to
whisky
a p p r e c i at i o n ,
Weekend Post in
a s s o c i at i o n
with
Bunnahab-
hain single
malt
whiskies has
just the event
planned for you.

Sixteen Weekend Post subscribers
along with their partners can win
tickets to an exclusive evening of
discovering the “gentle taste” of the
Isle of Islay, where some of the world’s
finest whiskies are made.

Whisky connoisseur Pierre Meintjes,
a “Master of the Quaich” with 40 years’
experience in the industry, will don full
Scottish attire to lead the informative
tasting at Squires Restaurant at the
Boardwalk in Port Elizabeth on June 6.

Guests will taste Bunnahabhain’s 12-,
18- and 25-year-old un-chillfiltered
whisky, all three of which recently won
double gold at the San Francisco World
Spirits competition.

Canapes will be served afterwards.
Bunnahabhain is distilled on Islay, an

island off the Scottish coast that is
famous for its award-winning single
malts.

❑ See the main body of Weekend
Post today to find out how to enter.

LOUISE LIEBENBERG

Tricky task of picking the best quality quaffer
I’VE always thought it a
waste of space to write
about wines not to drink and
so I was careful when
selecting two samples from
the promotional whites
which reached my front door
over the past few weeks.

The pair making the cut
were a cellar-fresh Two
Oceans pinot grigio 2012
and Groote Post’s recently
released 2011 unwooded
chardonnay. I lined them up
with a Lord Somerset 2010
sauvignon blanc (A Vine
Time March 17 2012) and
invited my amateur-but-
enthusiastic tasting team for
a sniff, spit or swallow.

Why the Lord Somerset,
you may ask, and the answer
is simply that on price alone
it is currently my best value
white on the market – R21.99
from Ultra when purchased

last month. It is best
described, I suppose, as a
quality quaffer with less
grass than most sav-blancs
but rich in fruit and distant
h o n e y.

Approximate retail price
(ARP) of the Two Oceans is
R30 while the chard is going
for R70, so the trick was to
decide which one offered the
best value. Of course they
are three very different
wines from three different
cultivars, but a favourite had
to be chosen nevertheless.

Chardonnay, as we have
often noted, has had a rough

time of it since the vines
were first smuggled into
South Africa in 1981. (Among
the smugglers was
Springbok flanker-cum
Kanonkop winemaker Jan
Boland Coetzee who
received the cuttings
addressed as “c h o c o l at e s “).

The early examples were
usually over-oaked and
created many enemies, but
subsequently our
winemakers have softened
the wood or, like this Groote
Post, provided no wood at
all. I liked this one, rich fruit
and leesy, and as a four star

at a decent
price this
West Coast
chard is a
strong option.

A couple of
steps down
the price
ladder was
the Two
Oceans pinot
grigio (pinot
gris in
Fr e n c h )
which is a
comparatively rare varietal
in South Africa, but a
favourite in its native Italy
and particularly popular in
the US.

It is the third vintage pinot
grigio from this Distell
producer and so far it has
garnered 2½ stars (2010)
and 2 stars (2011). The 2012,
I expect, will be similarly

rated. It has a peach and
apricot palate “begging for a
dish with a bit of bite” which
the promoters provide in the
form of a recipe for
salt-and-pepper calamari.

Our panel rated the chard
tops for taste and the
Somerset the best value with
the pinot grigio highly
commended for both.

CHRISTMAS SO SOON?
IT’S CHRISTMAS IN JUNE!

THE
Por t
Elizabeth
Club 100 is pulling out all the stops for
its annual charity fundraiser, Christmas
in June.

This sparkling event, the club’s 12th,
will be held at the Radisson Blu Hotel in
Port Elizabeth next Saturday June 2.

Getting into the spirit of the evening
are Radisson executive chef Malcolm
Bendrau and ballet dancers Meghan
Derry, 15, (left) and Kirstie Muller, 19.

“This year’s theme is The Nutcracker
Suite,” said committee member
Giovanna Zenios. “We ’ll have 18
ballerinas in attendance, 10 on plinths
and eight as ushers for our 180 guests.

“The guests will enjoy a splendid
three-course dinner prepared by
Malcolm using ingredients sponsored
by Checkers and they will dance the
night away to the sounds of Idols st a r
Jason Hartman and his band.”

She said the club was thrilled by the
generosity of various corporate
sponsors whose contributions would
aid this year’s three beneficiaries:
Operation Smile’s Hospice for Children;
the Green Scorpions’ anti-poaching unit
for rhinos; and Santa’s Shoebox which
makes Christmas gift boxes for
underprivileged children.

Riverside eatery micro-brews
its way into the hearts of PE
From tapas, pizza to artisan beers Bridge Street Brewery lives up to its hype

T’S the new kid on the
block and yet it feels like
it’s been there for ages,
comfortably settled into
its riverside spot at the

bottom of Port Elizabeth’s
Baakens Valley.

The Bridge Street brewery
and restaurant opened in
February and since then has
seen a steady stream of
patrons thirsting to sample
its artisan beers and largely
tapas-themed menu.

The hype began months
before as it seemed around
every corner someone had
something to say about
micro-brewing pioneer Lex
Mitchell’s thrilling new South
End venture.

Word of mouth is always
powerful and as a result Lex
has had to work 18-hour days
to make sure there is enough
of his signature stout, ale and
pilsener to go around.

His cider listed on the
menu is still not available
and with the restaurant
running out of the rest from
time to time, we’ve heard a
new, bigger plant is about to
be introduced and should be
operational soon.

My husband Salvelio and I
finally got around to visiting
the micro-brewery and
restaurant last week to find
out what the “brouhaha” wa s
about.

Lex is partnered in the
venture by Gary Erasmus
who owns the building and
saw to many of the
r e st a u r a n t ’s eclectic interior
touches and sober industrial
design elements playfully
matched with twinkly
chandeliers above.

Having learnt that Friday
and Saturday nights at the
venue tend to be very busy
(which can extend to a near
epic struggle to find
parking), we chose a

r e l at i v e l y
quiet
We d n e s d ay
night for our
secret
mission.

Although
we found
the interior
quite cavernous and the
noise levels rather intense,
we enjoyed the relaxed
atmosphere of the place –
and its mix of patrons
representing all ages and
walks of life.

Our waitress, Tamara, was
an equal delight. A sculpture
student at NMMU, she
confessed this was her first
waitressing job and yet she
was so charming, accessible
and organised you would
never have guessed it.

Being half Spanish,

Salvelio was interested to
learn that the restaurant’s
chef, Emilio Mazuelas, was
also from the country. But
save for the tapas concept an
Iberic aspect to the menu did
not appear to be overt.

We chose kingklip
croquettes from the hot tapas
selection to start with.
Though shaped more like
regular fishcakes than the
more oblong croquette, they
were fresh, piping hot and so
delicious a repeat order
would definitely be

warranted in future. The plate
comprised four crumbed,
deep-fried croquettes and
some greens and zesty
orange-and-pumpkin jam on
the side. The serving was
substantial enough for two to
share and good value at R46.

For mains Salvelio had the
Bridge Street burger (R56),
while I had the pizza with
preserved figs, brie and
springbok carpaccio (R82).

The patty was a generous
200g and the rustic chips a
treat. It’s not often you can
rave about restaurant chips
but these were hearty and
really good. Salvelio also
enjoyed the toppings of
tomato, lettuce, gherkin,
onion, bacon and cheddar.

I savoured the flavours of
my pizza but felt it was
slightly “snoep” on carpaccio.

It also felt like a doppel-
ganger of a similar Wicker
Woods pizza and theirs, sorry
to say, is better.

By now thoroughly sated
we nevertheless decided to
share the dessert of the day –
bread-and-butter pudding
which looked a sight prettier
than my home-baked version
but elicited the same warm
and fuzzy feelings. It was a
pre-winter winner in my book
and not badly priced at R32.

A big part of the Bridge
Street experience is the beer.
Various speciality beers are
available but it is Lex’s own
brews that are most popular.

A long-time stout fan, I
started with the velvety Black
Dragon Double Chocolate
Stout and profess it is my
new favourite beer. I found it
full-bodied and intense with
a masterful balance between
sweet and bitter; a bit like
Lindt’s 85% dark but better!

Salvelio was equally taken
with his Boar’s Head Best
Bitter, a robust, full-bodied
ale, and we couldn’t resist
trying Lex’s third offering, the
Celtic Cross Premium
Pilsener. A sweeter and more
malty lager, it would have
been better at the start rather
than the end of our tasting.
You don’t have to go for the
500ml at R28 each – we had
the 330ml at around R18. For
the uninitiated there’s even a
“t a st e r s ” option at just R8 per
glass.

❑ The Bridge Street
Brewery is at 1 Bridge Street,
next to the Brickmakerskloof
bridge.Part of the outdoor
seating area will be screened
off this winter to make it
cosier. Bookings are on
(041) 581-0361 and the
restaurant is open seven
days a week. This review was
anonymous, unannounced
and paid for in full.

LOOKS GOOD, BRU: Brewer Lex Mitchell (left) with a Black Dragon Double Chocolate Stout and
chef Emilio Mazuelas with the Bridge Street Brewery’s grilled chicken breast with sweet potato,
spinach, cherry sauce and brie PHOTOGRAPH: MIKE HOLMES
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It was full-bodied and

intense with a
masterful balance

between sweet and
bitter; a bit like

Lindt’s 85% dark
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